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Abstract

Reordering is a critical step for statistical ma-
chine translation. The hierarchical phrase-
based model (HPB) based on a synchronous
context-free grammar (SCFG) is prominent
in solving global reorderings. However, the
model is inadequate to supervise the reorder-
ing process so that sometimes phrases or
words are reordered due to the wrong choice
of translation rule. In order to solve this
problem, we propose a novel lexical-based re-
ordering model to evaluate the correctness of
word order for each translation rule. Our ap-
proach employs the word alignment and trans-
lation information during the decoding pro-
cess without causing too much extra compu-
tational consumption. Experimental results
on the Chinese-to-English task showed that
our method outperformed the baseline system
in BLEU score significantly. Moreover, the
translation results further proved the effective-
ness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Reordering is a big challenge for statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT). The hierarchical phrase-
based translation model (HPB) (Chiang, 2005),
which adopts a synchronous context-free grammar
(SCFG), is considered to be prominent in captur-
ing global reorderings. However, the HPB model
is weak in controlling the reordering process. Thus
arbitrary reorderings frequently come up during the
decoding process worsening the translation qual-
ity. Figure 1(a) shows an example of an incor-
rect reordering. The non-terminal “X2” is reordered

 

 ,             

Alkali metal, such as aqueous potassium hydroxide 

, aqueous sodium bicarbonate  ,    ammonia solution 

X1       X2 (a) 

X1       X2 

(b) 

0.444444     0.0461205 
 
0.0754714    0.11668 

X1 ammonia solution X2 

P(γ|α),P(α|γ)  Pw(γ|α),Pw(α|γ) 

0.0740741    0.0461205 
 
0.5          0.11668 

X2 X1 ammonia solution 

Figure 1: Incorrect reordering.

with “X1” and “�� ��”, but the punctuation
“�” indicates that the phrase should be translated
monotonously.

As shown in Figure 1(b), although the two rules
have different feature weights, the decoder still
chose the incorrect one. We believe that there are
mainly two reasons for this problem:

• The hierarchical rules are extracted without any
linguistic constraints. Thus any form of rules
could be obtained. As the example in Figure
1, the same Chinese part “X1 �� �� X2”
corresponds to different target rules “X2 X1

ammonia solution” and “X1 ammonia solution
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X2”, which contain the same English words but
differ in word order.

• There are not enough features to evaluate the
correctness of word order. This makes rules in
Figure 1(b) ambiguous for the decoder. Gen-
erally the HPB model has 8 features (Chi-
ang, 2005), including language model, con-
stituent feature, word penalty, phrase penalty,
bi-direction translation weights P (γ|α) and
P (α|γ), bi-direction lexical weights Pw(γ|α)

and Pw(α|γ), but none of them is responsi-
ble for the rationality of reorderings. Although
language model evaluates the fluency of target
string, it considers the target words only.

Various methods have been proposed in order to
solve this problem for HPB model. Most of them
focused on the preprocessing stage (Xia and Mc-
Cord, 2004; Collins et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007;
Tromble and Eisner, 2009; Du and Way, 2010).
Those methods reordered source language to target
language before training and testing by various pro-
posed syntactic rules. Those offline rewriting meth-
ods are independent of the decoder. Thus other use-
ful information such as word translation generated
in the decoding process cannot be utilized.

Shen et al. (2008,2009) proposed a string-to-
dependency language model to exploit long-distance
word relations during decoding. He et al. (2010)
classified SCFG rules into different patterns and
built a maximum entropy classifier to select proper
translation rules. Hayashi et al. (2010) integrated
the method of (Tromble and Eisner, 2009) into the
decoder to make this on-line rewriting method as a
source language model. Those online methods are
involved in the decoding phase as soft constraints to
evaluate the word order of translation rules.

This paper proposes an on-line method which is
based on the lexical information as a new feature for
the HPB model. This feature is used to evaluate the
correctness of word order in the decoding process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the previous related work. In
Section 3, we describe the implementation of the
lexical-based reordering model and the integration
into the decoder. Experiment on the Chinese-to-
English task is shown in Section 4, followed by a

discussion in Section 5. The conclusion and future
work are presented in Section 6.

2 Previous Related Work

2.1 Online Reordering Methods

Comparing with the offline method, online method
is able to utilize various information during de-
coding. Shen et al. (2008) proposed a string-to-
dependency target language model to capture long
distance word orders and Shen et al. (2009) ex-
tended the work by applying more features such
as phrase length distribution and context language
model. Shen et al. (2008) also intended to build a
dependency language model on the source language,
but the result reported a decline with this feature. He
et al. (2010) divided hierarchical rules into several
fixed patterns. For example, the rule <“X1 ���
� X2”, “X2 X1 �� ��”> belongs to the pat-
tern <“X1FX2”,“X2X1E”>. A maximum entropy
classifier is applied to select target rules with proper
patterns. This method is insensitive to the terminal
order within the rules.

Our work is somewhat similar to the word-based
reordering model proposed by Hayashi et al. (2010).
In order to differ from their work, we name our
approach a lexical-based reordering model, and the
differences between the two methods are described
below.

• Our method does not change the original HPB
model. The former research changed HPB
model from Equation 2 to

X −→< γ, γ
′
, α,∼> (1)

where γ
′

is the rewriting string of γ.

• Former research needed to consider the po-
sitions of unaligned words after rewriting a
source sentence. But there is no such a prob-
lem with our model since we do not rewrite
sentences.

• During the decoding process, our model em-
ploys the target language and word alignment
information which are not included in the for-
mer research. The translation and alignment in-
formation are both helpful to distinguish word
order to some extent. For example, Chinese
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phrase “A� B” can be translated into English
phrases “A ’s B” and “B of A”. The order be-
tween “A” and “B” is determined by the trans-
lation of “�”. Thus if a rule remains the or-
der of “A” and “B”, but translates “�” to “of”,
it is probably an incorrect rule. Furthermore,
word alignment information is also useful. Re-
call the example of Figure 1, “��” and “�”
are ambiguous words for the rewriting method,
since both “���” and “���” are reason-
able phrases that should be translated without
reordering. However if we find a rule that re-
orders “��” and “�” according to the word
alignments, it is probably incorrect.

• The former research worked on the Japanese-
to-English task, while ours works on the
Chinese-to-English task.

2.2 Hierarchical Phrase-Based Model

The hierarchical phrase-based model (HPB) (Chi-
ang, 2005), which is based on a synchronous
context-free grammar (SCFG), is presented in the
form

X −→< γ, α,∼> (2)

where X is a non-terminal, γ and α denote source
and target strings, which contain both terminals and
non-terminals. ∼ is the one-to-one correspondence
between terminals and non-terminals in γ and α.
Chiang (2005) integrated all the features mentioned
in the first section into the log-linear framework
(Och and Ney, 2002).

P (e|f) ∝
∑
i

λihi (γ, α) (3)

where hi (γ, α) is a feature function and λi is the
weight of hi. Based on the deficiencies of HPB dis-
cussed in the early section, we intend to complement
the log-linear framework with a feature as a soft con-
straint to measure the correctness of word order for
each hierarchical rule.

3 Lexical-based Reordering Model

3.1 Overview of the Model

A score Sre is calculated using the lexical-based re-
ordering model for each hierarchical rule r as fol-

 
|ad |v |v |n |n |u |nr |Ng |n |Ng |n

 

 

 

 

 

a polymeric cyanoacrylate film having a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity 

Figure 2: Sentence pair with word alignments.

lows

Sre(r) = log(
∏

i,j:1≤i<j≤n
Pre(orderi,j |φi,j)) (4)

LW RW LT RT LP RP Order 

  of polymeric u nr 0 

  of polymeric u -- 0 

  of polymeric -- nr 0 

  of polymeric u nr 0 

  of -- u nr 0 

  -- polymeric u nr 0 

 -- of polymeric u nr 0 

--  of polymeric u nr 0 

 

Table 1: A part of features extracted from “�” and “�
�”.

where i and j are subscripts of the source words
in rule r. φi,j is a set of features extracted from wi
and wj . orderi,j presents the position relationship
between wi and wj . According to the word align-
ments, orderi,j equals “0” in the process of reorder-
ing, otherwise orderi,j equals “1”.

3.2 Feature Extraction and Model Training

The features are extracted from the training set,
where the hierarchical rules also come from. We use
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to obtain word align-
ments. Given a word aligned sentence pair 〈f, e〉,
where f = {w0, ..., wn}, we select translations, part
of speech (POS) tags and the order relationship for
wi and wj according to the following constraints.

Constraint 1. Common constraint.

• wi and wj must be in the same
initial phrase pair defined by Chiang
(2005).
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• |j − i| ≤ Threshold Word Scope.

Threshold Word Scope is an empirical thresh-
old used to avoid arbitrary selections of word pairs,
which may contain useless information. We also ex-
ploit linguistic rules to capture collocations that re-
veal the word order explicitly in case they violate the
common constraint.

There are many linguistic phenomena between
Chinese and English that indicate the word or-
der explicitly, even though they often violate the
initial phrase pair constraint. Du and Way (2010)
studied the reorderings of “�” structures for Chi-
nese to English translation and reported significant
improvement. Though it is a tough job to ac-
quire linguistic knowledge without language anal-
ysis tools, the “�” structure is relatively easier to
capture. Therefore, we especially propose a linguis-
tic constraint based on the Chinese word “�” when
the word pair violates the common constraint.

Constraint 2. Linguistic constraint.

• wi or wj is Chinese auxiliary word “�”.

• |j − i| ≤ Threshold Word Scope.

Figure 2 shows a sentence pair with word align-
ments. If confine an initial phrase pair to the maxi-
mum coverage of 10 source words, we will lose the
collocations such as “�” and “��”, which indi-
cates a reordering, by only considering the common
constraint. In this case the linguistic constraint is
applied to capture such collocations. The features
extracted from words “�” and “��” are listed in
Figure 2, where “W”, “P” and “T” stand for word,
POS and translation, respectively. Note that there is
a default precondition that wi and wj must both have
alignments.

After extracting all the features from the train-
ing set, we use the maximum likelihood estimation
method (MLE) to obtain the lexical-based reorder-
ing model.

Pre (order|φ) =
count (order, φ)

count (φ)
(5)

where count (∗) is the occurrence of ∗ int the train-
ing set.

Data Sentence Word 

Training 
Ch 100 k 3.7 M 

En 100 k 4.4 M 

Development 
Set 

Ch 1.0 k 37.5 k 

En 1.0 k 33.8 k 

Test Set 
Ch 1.0 k 38.8 k 

En 1.0 k 34.2 k 
 

Table 2: Information of our data sets.

System ID Threshold_Word_Scope BLEU 

sys1 2 30.05% 

sys2 3 30.32% 

sys3 4 29.76% 

 

Table 3: Experiments on different threshold settings.

3.3 Integration into the Decoder

Given a source sentence Sent, candidate rules are
first selected from the rule table. For a candidate rule
r, all the source words it covers are easy obtained ac-
cording to the rule span. Since the word translations
and alignments of non-terminals are also known be-
forehand, we are able to extract features for every
two source words and calculate the reordering score
of r according to Equation 4. In this way, each can-
didate rule will get a reordering score, which will
help the decoder to choose the right rules in cube
pruning.

Note that, we do not calculate reordering proba-
bilities for all the word pairs of r. We use a con-
straint to confine the calculation scope so as to avoid
noisy computational results.

Constraint 3. Suppose wi and wj are source
words of r and the subscript denotes the word po-
sition in r. We compute their reordering probability
only when

• Neither wi nor wj aligns to empty word.

• There is at most one word of wi and wj belong-
ing to a non-terminal span.

•
∣∣∣j′ − i

′∣∣∣ < Threshold Word Scope, where
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X1       X2 

X1   ammonia solution   X2 X2     X1   ammonia solution  

X1       X2 

Select candidate hierarchical rules 

Calculate reordering probability 

0|w  1|n  2|n  3|w 4|n  5|n 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=w rp=n rt=ammonia”)  

Pre (1|” lw=  rw= lp=w rp=n rt=solution”)  

Pre (1|” lw=  rw= lp=n rp=n lt=ammonia rt= solution”) 

Pre (0|”lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=w lt=ammonia”) 

Pre (0|”lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=ammonia”) 

Pre (0|”lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=w lt=solution”) 

Pre (0|”lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=solution”) 

Pre (0|”lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=solution”) 

Pre(1|”lw=  rw=  lp=w rp=n rt=ammonia”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=w rp=n rt=solution”)  

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=ammonia rt= solution”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=w lt=ammonia”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=ammonia”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw= lp=n rp=w lt=solution”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  rw=  lp=n rp=n lt=solution”) 

Pre (1|” lw=  ” ,”lp=n rp=n lt=solution”) 

Figure 3: The process of computing reordering probabilities for HPB rules.

j
′

and i
′

denote the original positions of wi and
wj in Sent.

Figure 3 depicts the process of distinguishing the
two rules of Figure 1(b) by our method, where
Threshold Word Scope = 3. The incorrect one is
assigned with a lower reordering probability so that
it is probably ignored in the cube pruning.

4 Experiment

4.1 Data Set

We conducted experiments on Chinese-to-English
patent translation. On the one hand, word order is
different between Chinese and English, thus it is a
sensible testbed for our model. On the other hand,
since the language of patent literature is well or-
ganized and constrained in expressions, our model
would be more suitable for this kind of data.

Our data set is a part of NTCIR-9 Patent Machine
Translation Task Document Data provided by NT-
CIR Workshop 91. We selected 100,000 sentence

1http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html

pairs randomly from the whole data set as the train-
ing set, and divided the original development set into
our development set and test set respectively. Table
2 shows the information of our data sets in detail.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Our experiments were on Chinese-to-English patent
translation. Chinese word segmentation and POS
tagging was implemented using an in-house Chinese
word segmentation toolkit.

GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) was run in both
translation directions to obtain the word alignments,
and the alignment result was refined by “grow-diag-
final” method (Koehn, 2003).

For the language model, we used the SRI Lan-
guage Modeling Toolkit (SRILM) (Stolcke, 2002)
to train a 4-gram model on the target portion of the
training set.

We used the minimum error rate training algo-
rithm (MERT) (Och, 2003) for tuning the feature
weights of the log-linear model, and adopted BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) as our evaluation metric.

The experiments were carried out in two steps.
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System ID BLEU 

Baseline system 29.74% 

LBR-no-trans 30.00% 

LBR-no-de 30.23%* 

LBR-all 30.32%* 

 

Table 4: Experiment results on all the systems. “*” de-
notes significant better than the baseline system at p <
0.01.

Firstly, in order to find out the most effective model
settings, we tested different values on the threshold
Threshold Word Scope. The results are shown in
table 3.

From the results, best performance is achieved by
setting Threshold Word Scope = 3, which was
adopted as the final setting in the rest of the experi-
ments. It is reasonable that we could not get enough
features in a smaller scope and may obtain too much
noise in a larger scope.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we
conducted experiments on four systems:

• Baseline: an in-house hierarchical phrase-
based machine translation system (Chiang,
2007).

• LBR-no-trans: integrated with the lexical-
based reordering model, but did not adopt
translations as feature.

• LBR-no-de: integrated with the lexical-based
reordering model, but was trained with the fea-
tures merely satisfying the common constraint.

• LBR-all: fully integrated with our proposed
model into the baseline system.

4.3 Results

The experimental results are shown in table 4. We
can observe that systems integrated with the lexical-
based reordering model all outperformed the base-
line system. The improvements of “LBR-no-de” and
“LBR-all” are statistically significant at p < 0.01

 Source Phrase Ambiguous Target Rules 

Sentence 1 X1 0 characteristics0 X1 X1 characteristics0 

Sentence 2 
X1 0 X2 X2 X1 picture0 X1 picture0 X2 

X1 0 X2 strong0 X2 X1 X1 strong0 X2 

 

Table 5: The ambiguous hierarchical rules.

according to the significant test method described in
(Koehn, 2004).

As applying more features to the model, the
BLEU score rises accordingly. This proves that the
linguistic constraint and the translation feature are
effective.

We compared the translation results between the
baseline system and “LBR-all” to check out the ac-
tual influence of our model. Figure 4 shows some
examples of the effectiveness of our method. When
analyzing the translation results, we find that many
reordering mistakes are caused by the ambiguous hi-
erarchical rules which are similar with those in Fig-
ure 1. Table 5 lists the ambiguous rules which occur
in the examples of Figure 4.

5 Discussion

The experiment result confirms us that the applica-
tion of linguistic knowledge is beneficial. And the
examples in Figure 4 show that our method is effec-
tive in judging local word orders. In our experiment
we also tried to use preposition and verb as an alter-
native linguistic constraint to capture more reorder-
ing relationships, since such collocations frequently
trigger reorderings. For example, Chinese phrase
“�|p A ��|v B” always corresponds to English
phrase “cover|v B with|p A”. And those colloca-
tions are prevalent in the training corpous.

However the result turned out a decline on BLEU
score. We believe that there are mainly two reasons
for this

• Sometimes the preposition and verb are far
from each other so that they exceed the cov-
erage of one hierarchical rule, e.g. 10 words.
Thus they are split into two rules. Our model
can not calculate reordering score between two
rules.
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Src 
      ,      393       375 (   

       ) ,           377  

BL 

In one embodiment, each set of predefined 393 may not only comprises a configurable parameters 375 

characteristics (e. g., data type, orientation and data), and also comprises one or more hidden configuration 

parameter 377. 

LR 

In one embodiment, each predefined set 393 can not only include a configurable parameters 375 (e. g., data 

type, data orientation and data characteristics), further comprising one or more hidden configuration 

parameter 377. 

RF 

In one embodiment, each of predefined sets 393 may include not only configurable parameters 375 (such as 

data categories, data orientations and data characteristics), but also one or more hidden configuration 

parameters 377. 

Src 
 MPEG  VC1       3   :   ( 1 )    ( 2 )   

  ( 3 ) 

BL 
Using MPEG or VC1 motion vector to determine a scene are three classes: (1), still picture weak moves the 

strong flip (2), (3), 

LR 
Use MPEG or VC1 motion vector to determine the scene is 3 level: still picture (1), weak motion (2), strong flip 

motion (3), 

RF 
Using MPEG or VCl motion vectors to determine scenes: 3 levels: still picture (1), low motion (2), strong 

harmonic motion (3); 

 

Figure 4: The actual influence of our method on translation results. Src: The source sentence. BL: Baseline transla-
tion. LR: The result of our method. RF : Reference.

• We did not apply any parser to analyze the Chi-
nese sentences. It is too ambiguous to capture
collocations only referring to the POS tags. As
a result, too much noise was obtained when
training our model.

Therefore, though linguistic knowledge is bene-
ficial, if we want to employ more useful linguistic
rules, language analysis toolkit should be involved.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a lexical-based reorder-
ing model. This model employs useful information,
such as word alignments and translations, during the
decoding process to measure the correctness of word
order. The experimental results showed that our
method outperformed baseline system significantly
on the Chinese-to-English patent translation.

Though our model is trained using the maximum
likelihood estimation method in this work, it would
be profitable to apply other methods to train the
model, such as the maximum entropy model. Since
the order of two words can be considered as a binary

classification problem, we could use a maximum en-
tropy classifier, which is trained with the features we
proposed, to calculate the reordering probabilities.
And language analysis toolkit should also be applied
to exploit more useful linguistic constraints just like
we discussed in Section 5.
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